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No Good Nick's Sean Astin - We first fell in 
love with Sean Astin, watching him play Mikey in The Goonies. 
We then cheered him on in the critically acclaimed movie, Rudy, 
and we laughed through the Lord of the Rings trilogy watching 
him play the trusty sidekick to Frodo Baggins as Samwise 
Gamgee. Today, Astin is playing a character closer to home – and 
his heart – on the new Netflix show, No Good Nick. Portraying 
the loveable dad, Ed, Astin says is the closest character he’s ever 
played to himself. We sat down with the actor and father of three 
daughters to talk about being Dad, on and off screen. 
Congrats on the new show, No Good Nick! It’s very unique 
compared to other family shows on Netflix. How would you say 
this show stands out? 
No Good Nick takes a more dramatic, intriguing turn. It’s more of 
a thriller. The lead character is a 14-year-old criminal, breaking 
the law. It’s entertaining but a little disturbing. It’s made for 
binge-watching and it’s very plot-driven. 
What drew you to the character, Ed? 
I’d like to believe I AM Ed. I like that in this strangely unique 
show of intrigue, Ed gets to be typical. He’s dependable. Reliable. 
Upbeat. Happy. 
According to the synopsis of the show, “The series will be highly 
serialized and show how each character is flawed in their own 
way. People make mistakes and can sometimes do the wrong 
thing for the right reasons.” How would you say this pertains to 
your character? 
For all the reasons I describe Ed as being reliable and typical, as 
the show goes on, there are other aspects of his character that are 
revealed that are less than appealing or morally certain. It’s 
unsettling when these moments come about. I hate it when I see 
what Ed does and he’s not the perfect family dad — Ed and the 
“Edness” that I know. But, of course, the writers are correct in 
wanting to make it more specific. At one point in the show, all the 
stuff in our garage goes missing and Ed calls the police and 



insurance and his attitude is cavalier. You think he 
would be a rule follower. 
You have three kids, as a parent how do you relate to 
sometimes making mistakes and/or being flawed? 
Frequently. You know, I’m so disappointed in 
myself a lot for not being better. My life philosophy 
and sense of myself is that I am a perfect father. But 
I watch how I am with my kids and I am not present 
enough. I travel and am busy all the time. Not 
having enough time with them is a typical strain I 
deal with. The weekend comes and they want to do 
stuff, but I want to do nothing. My spirit has high 
standards, but my body doesn’t. My kids are 
articulate and intelligent, so I tend to relate to them 
like grownups. They are on high moral ground. 
Thank god for my wife and her ability to see the best 
in me and help me be better. I know I am hard on 
myself as a dad but it’s with good reason. But, I 
think people are people. We try to be the best part of 
ourselves. 
Your daughters are 13, 16 and 22, so, you’re in the 
thick of teenage hood! What are some of the biggest 
challenges you would say parenting this age group? 
The biggest challenge is weathering the mood 
changes! When Elizabeth is in a fantastic mood – 

giggly, bouncy, happy – I get to the point where I don’t trust it. Yes, this is the person I like, but I know the other person is coming soon after. And I 
know sometimes it’s because they are too tired, too hungry, have too much homework, but they can have sour turns in mood. Every now and then, 
they will tell me, ‘I’m just hormonal.’ My wife reminds me, “Bella is 13, Give her a break.” I think I have the same emotion all the time. If my 
daughters heard me say that, they would fall on the floor cackling. 
What are the great rewards? 
Just watching them. When things happen in the world and in the news and school and work, most times you can look at them and their impressions 
are so wise. They are wise beyond their years. That’s not to say they can’t be dumb and annoying and all the things that we can all be. I just enjoy 
their accomplishments. Like when my daughter was up all night doing an assignment and she texted me when she found out that she got 67 out of 68. 
How do you quantify the joy that brought me for those two minutes? The worst part and the best part of parenting is the same – watching them grow. 
Every minute they grow and they’re not the same person they were before. And while you miss them, at the same time, you feel lucky to see the 
person they are becoming. 
As a dad to all girls, what message or piece of advice do you want to instill on your daughters as they transition into young women? 
Dads want to make sure their daughters are safe. That they are prepared and can protect themselves. That’s the practical answer. But, more 
importantly, I want them to know their own power. Their own strength. They are incredibly powerful. The more they know that, the better they will 



be, and the world will be. They are capable of so 
much. If you want it and dream it, you can 
probably achieve it. Dreams can be grounded in 
reality. There is no reason why they couldn’t run 
the world. 
On your website, you say, “People will root for 
anyone who shows them their heart.” I think in 
your bio on the site, this pertains to the characters 
you have played in TV and movies, but I think it’s 
a great message for anyone, really. How do you 
think this message can pertain to parenting teens?  
It probably pertains to parenting more than 
anything else in the world. The human instinct is to 
root for others. If I said, ‘Ok, here’s a pill bug on 
the desk. This pill bug wants more than anything to 
make it across the room to get a crumb.” If it said, 
“I really want to get that bread crumb before I die,” 
you’d be routing for it. Human beings can invest 
their emotions in anything. It takes a little bit of 
courage to let people in. Whatever it is you’re 
trying to do, more likely than not, people will want 
to support it. We know it’s true when it comes to 
tragedies – shooting, floods, fires. During these big 

dramatic moments in life, people rally. It’s important to understand the truth of that quote in everyday life. It doesn’t mean you get everything you 
want, but people routing for you better than being against you. 
You’re a vocal advocate on many issues including literacy, mental health awareness and civic engagement. Why are these issues so important to you? 
It’s the way I was raised. My parents picketed through labour strikes. Everyone has a right to express themselves and be heard in the game of life. 
I’m trying to be humble. The older I get, the more I know that I don’t know. But I feel things passionately. 
Mental health awareness is important when it comes to parenting teens these days. What would you like parents to know when it comes to their 
teens’ mental health? 
You have to eat properly. Get regular sleep. Be physically active. Before I start talking about the emotional life of teens, those three basic things have 
to be met. I think beyond that, willingness to interact with the professional community is admirable. Not everyone needs to see a therapist but being 
open to the possibility and exploring when necessary is admirable. We’re all in this together. You can’t live someone else’s life for them. But a kind 
word here and there or a thoughtful gesture can change people’s lives with a little goodness and caring. 
How do you check in on your daughters’ well-being? 
We’re all in each other’s face all the time. That’s not to say that things don’t get said in arguments or in the heat of the moment, but we don’t judge 
each other. We can always recover because we have dialogue. We’re comfortable talking to one another. 
 
	



https://vimeo.com/332806254	
		

	
	

	
	
	

	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	

	
	
	

	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



	
https://www.usatoday.com/media/cinematic/video/3445146002/no-good-nick-melissa-joan-hart-sean-astin-play-married-couple/	
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'No Good Nick' Premieres Soon & Your Family Is Going To Be 
Obsessed — EXCLUSIVE 
Chrissy	Bobic	

	
With Fuller House coming to an end after its fifth season, chances 
are you’re going to need another Netflix family comedy to fill that 
void. Luckily, No Good Nick premieres this spring to add something 
new to your lineup that isn't true crime-related or contains too much 
adult content for everyone in the fam to enjoy. No Good Nick 
premieres on April 15 on Netflix, and the whole family can enjoy the 
comedy (plus a little bit of mystery and serialized drama). 
The multi-camera sitcom stars Melissa Joan Hart and Sean Astin as 
parents who unwittingly welcome a 13-year-old con artist into their 
home. Little do they know that Nick (short for Nicole) has ulterior 
motives and something of a vendetta against the family of four. It’s 
unclear what the family did to her or why she has decided to infiltrate 
their home to get to know them and get revenge. But as Nick gets to 
know the family better and immerses herself in their everyday life, 
she gets closer to them and struggles to go through with her plans 
against them. 
It sounds more like a primetime drama than anything, but I think it's 
safe to say that No Good Nick falls nicely into the category of family 
dramedy. Personally, I’m just excited to see Hart back on TV in a 
series and it definitely helps that Astin will play the "fun dad" opposite 
her career-driven mom. 
In September, Deadline reported that Netflix ordered 20 episodes of 
No Good Nick, but Season 1 has 10 episodes, so it will be just long 
enough to introduce this new TV family and draw in viewers with its 
mystery element. Melissa Cobb, who is the vice president of Kids 
and Family at Netflix, told Deadline that the streaming platform 
hopes to bring in viewers of all ages to enjoy the show together. 

 
 



"Melissa Joan Hart and Sean Astin are beloved by millions of fans around the world, and we are delighted to bring them together as 
parents for the very first time," Cobb said. "We hope to entertain kids and families with heart, mystery and a lot of fun when No Good 
Nick comes to Netflix." 
Fans may remember Hart best for her role as the title character in Sabrina the Teenage Witch and then as an aunt-turned guardian in 
Melissa & Joey. Astin is well known for his numerous movie roles beginning in the '80s up until today, including those in the Lord of the 
Rings franchise. No Good Nick also stars Siena Agudong as Nick. Agudong has been a series regular in family sitcoms before, 
including Nickelodeon’s Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn and Star Falls. The other kids in the family are played by Lauren Donzis and 

Kalama Epstein. 
Although Netflix has recently become *the* place to go to for documentaries 
and docuseries of varying genres, it’s no stranger to some other family 
comedies. One Day at a Time was recently rebooted by Netflix and has drawn 
in a new generation of fans, while some younger viewers probably know 
Fuller House better than the original series. 
No Good Nick is a little different, in that it’s a totally original concept with 
characters that will be new to you and your kids, but that’s part of the fun. 
You’ll get to watch the mystery unfold together while enjoying some comedic 
relief from Astin's character I'd imagine. And when No Good Nick premieres 
on April 15, you can introduce your kids to the art that is Netflix marathon 
watching. Or you can savor the new series and watch the 10 episodes over 
time. Either way, it will legitimately be fun for the whole family. 
Editor's note: This post has been updated to include the names of the actors 
playing the children in the family.  
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https://www.max983fm.com/podcast-interview-sean-astin/	

Podcast Interview: Sean Astin 
 
Sean	Astin	(Goonies,	Rudy,	Lord	of	the	Rings,	Stranger	Things)	
chats	with	Eric	and	Mike	about	his	newest	project	No	Good	Nick	
available	now	on	Netflix!	

	
	

	
https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/sean-astin-interview-4-15/id1272795209?i=1000434980966	
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04-15-2019 Sean Astin 
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Sean Astin on child stardom, fandom culture – and unlikely heroes 
By	Ben	Allen	

	
Imagine starring in a major cult film at the age of 13 and not instantly becoming, at the very least, the biggest star in your family. 

Sean Astin would have been happy with third place. But, even after landing the 
role of Mike in The Goonies in 1984, he had some catching up to do. 
“My family has sitcom bona fides,” he says. “My mom [actor Patty Duke, who 
passed away in 2016] had a hit show in the ‘60s. My father, John Astin, was 
Gomez in The Addams Family, and my little brother Mackenzie was on [US 
sitcom] The Facts of Life for six or seven seasons when we were kids.” 
He’s anything but bitter however. The Goonies, Lord of the Rings and Stranger 
Things star jokes that he has only recently become a “part” of his family, having 
landed a regular slot on a sitcom – Netflix’s No Good Nick – for the first time. 
It’s a far cry from the film work that defined his early career, but he calls it “the 
ideal working situation”. As a middle-aged father, having work that is “almost 
like a factory job” is a game-changer. 
“I get to come home to my family every night,” he says. 
The 16-month Lord of the Rings shoot by contrast was seminal, award-winning 
– and incredibly gruelling. 
“You get into Mordor, you walk past the fiery landscape, you’re dirty and you’re 
exhausted, and it’s been 11 hours of movie that you’ve been trying to get there, 
and you know you can just see that it probably took all day to get two of those 

shots,” he says. 
“Whereas with this, it’s 24 minutes, everybody looks nice and it’s colourful. The comedy and the drama turns happen kind of fast and then you 
recover from them kind of fast.” 
Sounds like a no-brainer. 
In No Good Nick, Astin stars alongside fellow former child star Melissa Joan Hart as parents who welcome the young con artist of the title (Siena 
Agudong) into their family.  
It’s a family-aimed show with a young cast, whom Astin can relate to, having started acting at such a young age. It’s his second Netflix show in three 
years, following a guest role in season two of Stranger Things.  
As fan favourite Bob Newby, he served as a living, breathing Easter egg in a show that mines 80s movie and TV history and weaves it into a 
traditional teen adventure. 

• Everything you need to know about Stranger Things 3 
Astin joined the cast in the months after Millie Bobby Brown, then 13, and Finn Wolfhard, then 14, had skyrocketed to global fame. Though he would 
never call himself a mentor, it seems he was the perfect person to help the show’s young stars to come to terms with the fame that greeted them in 
the wake of the show’s release. 



“I might have thought showing up on the set that, as a former child actor who had enjoyed some success, I might be able to offer them some 
guidance,” he says. “But it was clear within minutes that these young performers were totally switched on, and the way we related with each other 
became more collegial.” 
That said, he is acutely aware that child stardom has to be handled with care. 
“My mother was exploited when she was a child actor, and was very instrumental in helping get child protection laws passed, which dealt with hours 
and protecting kids’ money and stuff like that. But with fandom – elicit, overwhelming fandom – there’s kind of a learning curve for everybody. For 
fans, for the studios, for the families – and most importantly for the children.” 
He added: “They were thrilled, and grateful for all of the support, but the mathematics of the numbers of people who love a hit show is something to 
contend with.” 
In 2017, Wolfhard sent out a tweet pleading with fans not to “harass” him and his family members after he had been accused of being “heartless” for 
not stopping to sign autographs outside his hotel. Co-stars and industry friends, like Shannon Purser (Barb in Stranger Things) and Game of 
Thrones’ Sophie Turner leapt to his defence. 
“People can be disrespectful,” Astin says, “and when people are disrespectful they should be made to understand that they’re being disrespectful. 
That’s not the responsibility of the children that are involved; that’s the responsibility for the adults.” 
He dismisses any suggestion that he gave the Stranger Things stars the key to dealing with fame, but having experienced child stardom with The 
Goonies followed by the huge exposure of Lord of the Rings, he is certainly worth listening to when it comes to what awaits them. 
“Those audiences that love them so much now, they’re hardwired to feel that affection for them over time as well,” he says. “When they all grow up, 
they’ll see that the people who love them now are going to love them in the future too, because they’ll have the shared experience of making and 
receiving the show.” 
In Stranger Things, Astin played the dorky, earnest boyfriend of Winona Ryder’s Joyce Byers, and quickly became a fan favourite – helped in part 
by his heroic death at the latter stages of the season. 
The role felt like a spiritual successor in some ways to Astin’s Lord of the Rings character Samwise Gamgee, the loyal everyman who tags along as 
his friend Frodo Baggins (Elijah Wood) attempts to destroy an all-powerful piece of jewellery – literally carrying said friend for sections of the 
journey. 
In the wake of Bob’s death, Stranger Things fans mourned him en masse on Twitter. 
“It reaffirms your faith in humanity when audiences embrace a character who’s not the strongest guy, not the best looking guy, but he’s got a big 
heart,” he says. 
Astin may well be the poster boy for this archetype. Why does he think he keeps getting cast as the unlikely hero? 
“I was raised by actors, and actors quite often have an idealistic world view where, if you just do the right thing, the heroes win and good wins out 
overall. Even if you have to fight through turmoil and drama, you know there’s a pathway to enlightenment.” 
Some road bumps were bigger than others. Though he bristles mildly at what he perceives as my desire to unearth conflict – “you’re as much of a 
dramatist as we are” – he does admit that he became downtrodden on a couple of occasions after major success did not immediately lead to more 
roles. 
 
“Not the strongest guy, not the best looking guy, but a big heart” – a scene from Sean Astin’s 1992 film Encino Man 
The years following the release of Rudy (Astin’s second major film success, in which he starred as an aspiring American footballer) were not easy. 
Astin went to college and had a year and a half without any acting work. After that, he says, he feared that he may not be able to break back in.  
“I didn’t know what my place in the world was going to be,” he says. “My parents were famous: my mother won an Oscar when she was 14, and was 
President of the Screen Actors Guild Union. My father had done Gomez Addams and he was such a wonderful, classically trained actor who was 
performing all over the world – and I just wasn’t sure…” 
“Goonies was Goonies, and Rudy was Rudy,” he adds. “Those were wonderful movies, but when you’ve done something that’s behind you and 
you’re living in the present and thinking about the future, I experienced uncertainty in a way that wasn’t fun.” 



Things were particularly difficult, too, after The Lord of the Rings came out. Astin was famous in a way that he hadn’t been before.  
“My normal personality is to embrace people, to have a positive sort of energy – not necessarily because of acting or anything or because of fans, 
I’m just a passionate enthusiastic guy who likes to relate to people. But there was definitely a learning curve to figure out how to manage the 
volume,” he says. 
He also, inadvertently, was at the centre of the greatest love story that never was. 
Sam and Frodo’s incredible friendship is the emotional heart of the trilogy – although clearly some fans wished they could be more than friends. 
Nowadays, its relatively commonplace for fans to ‘ship’ on-screen characters, but in the early 2000s, Frodo and Sam were in a league of their own. 
“We enjoyed it, we thought it was fun,” Astin says of the fan culture. “There was a lot of fan fiction about what their relationship might have been, or 
the direction it might have gone in, and to me those characters were beloved.” 
Did he feel any of the memes or jokes were insensitive? 
“People might have faced backlash for the kinds of jokes they would do back then as opposed to now,” he says. 
“But one of the things that Lord of the Rings and Frodo and Sam’s relationship did for people was it kind of gave them a path; it kind of opened the 
conversation for a lot of people. So when that happens, when a public dialogue is facilitated in that way, there’s bound to be a broad cross section 
of responses, and some of them are not pretty.” 
For the most part, Astin takes the responses to his characters in the most positive way possible. Fandom is, after all, a result of “the shared 
experience of making and receiving the show”. 
And even if he’s not a traditional hero, there’s a reason he has a place in the hearts of so many different generations of fans. 
“I’m a flawed person,” he says. “I’m nowhere near the kind of sentient hero that Samwise Gamgee is, but there’s enough of those qualities in me 
that I am able to portray them credibly. Or, at least I have access to them in my mind – because I was raised to believe that that kind of stuff was 
possible.” 
No Good Nick is released on Netflix on Monday 15th April 2019 
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Netflix Orders ‘No Good Nick’ 
Comedy Series Starring 
Melissa Joan Hart & Sean Astin 
Nellie Andreeva 
EXCLUSIVE: A couple of years ago, Netflix entered the family sitcom arena with Fuller House, a sequel to TGIF’s Full House. For its follow-up effort 
in the space, the Internet network has picked up another family sitcom with TGIF pedigree. Netflix has given a 20-episode order to No Good Nick, a 
multi-camera comedy headlined by Melissa Joan Hart, star of the TGIF comedy Sabrina the Teenage Witch, and Sean Astin, in his return to Netflix 
after his memorable co-starring turn on the second season of Stranger Things. 

 
Created and executive produced by David H. 
Steinberg and Keetgi Kogan (Miss Dial), No Good 
Nick also stars Siena Agudong (Star Falls, Alex & 
Me) in the title role as well as Kalama Epstein (The 
Fosters) and Lauren Lindsey Donzis (Liv & 
Maddie). 
Hart and Astin play Liz and Ed, a hyper-

competitive career mom and lovable but dorky “fun dad,” respectively, who 
unwittingly welcome 13-year-old Nick (short for Nicole) into their family of four 
before realizing she is a street-smart con artist with a secret agenda. 
 
Slash PR/Russell Baer/IMDB 
The multi-cam sitcom, which has started production, has an added element of 
serialized drama as there might be more beneath the surface of Nick than 
meets the eye. The series is directed by Andy Fickman (She’s The Man) and 
produced by Netflix. It is the second multi-camera comedy series produced by 
Netflix, joining The Ranch. 

“Melissa Joan Hart and Sean Astin are beloved by millions of fans around the world, and we are delighted to bring them together as parents for the 
very first time,” said Melissa Cobb, VP Kids and Family at Netflix. “We hope to entertain kids and families with heart, mystery and a lot of fun when 
No Good Nick comes to Netflix.” 
Astin also is known for his work in The Lord of the Rings trilogy, and he voiced the role of Raphael in Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. He’s repped by 
Abrams Artists Agency and Luber Roklin Entertainment. 
Steinberg and Kogan also served as writers on Disney XD’s Yo-Kai Watch. Both are repped by CAA and Marathon Management. 

 
 



 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kk0gebE9CoI&feature=youtu.be	

Sean Astin & Siena Agudong on the New Netflix Comedy “No Good Nick" 
No Good Nick" premieres on Netflix April 15th. This segment aired on the KTLA 5 Morning News, Monday, March 25, 2019 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



https://www.pastemagazine.com/articles/2019/04/netflix-no-good-nick-melissa-joan-hart-sean-astin.html	
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Netflix's No Good Nick Is the Most Confounding Sitcom We’ve Ever Seen 
By John-Michael Bond 

 
 
Since the moment the first press release for Netflix’s newest 
multicam sitcom, No Good Nick, appeared in my inbox, I’ve been 
trying—and failing—to imagine what its pitch meeting must have 
been like:  
“So it’s about this thirteen-year-old foster kid, Nick, right? Who 
moves in with a family parented by Gen X darlings Melissa Joan 
Hart and Sean Astin, OK? Only, get this, she’s actually a tiny con 
artist, there at the double-con behest of petty thief foster parents 
and her mysteriously jailed manipulator of a dad to bilk ol’ 
Sabrina and Samwise out of their upper- middle-class comfort.”  
“So, it’s a multicam sitcom that’s… serialized?”  
“Obviously.”  
“And half the adults in this kid’s life are set to take severe 
advantage of her?”  
“This girl will need serious counseling by the time we’re through 
with her.”  
“And… there’s a laugh track?”  

“Oh, absolutely there’s a laugh track.” 
“Sold.”  
If this sounds like I’m about to come down hard on No Good Nick, I’m not. All 10 episodes from Part 1 were provided to critics, and I genuinely 
enjoyed watching it. In fact, from the moment I settled in, I found it nearly impossible to put my phone down. (Don’t @ me; No Good Nick is not a 
show that suffers for being consumed on a handheld screen. And, for the record, the series includes both a laugh track and scenes filmed before a 
live studio audience, according to Netflix.) Barring a few major outliers—How I Met Your Mother chief among them—the multicam sitcom is not a 
natural home for high-concept serialization, but between the format’s familiar beats, the solid sitcom chops of the Hart/Astin-led ensemble cast, and 
the propulsiveness of Nick’s long con—so deeply serialized that most episodes pick up in the same breath the previous one left off—No Good Nick 
handily comes together as a ripping low-stakes binge. 
That said, I watched all 10 episodes, and I’m still not sure who No Good Nick is meant for. Sure, the original press release came from Netflix’s Kids 
and Family department, and sure, the three kid leads—Nick (Siena Agudong) and her would-be adoptive siblings, Molly (Lauren Lindsey Donzis) 
and Jeremy (Kalama Epstein)—are all multi-series veterans of Nickelodeon, Disney and Freeform. Yes, the kids’ high school is a main set, and yes, 
the bulk of the non-con supporting cast is Molly’s crew of teen girl do-gooders. So far, so kids & family. Even the high-concept aspect fits the kids & 
family brief: While adult multicams are all grounded in reality, multicams geared toward kids have spent the last decade and a half playing with 
wizardry, spycraft, time travel, pop stardom, psychic powers, cybernetic super soldiers, superhero hospitals, life as secret royalty, and life as 
YouTube influencers. A teen con artist? Why not?! 
And yet, the seriously dark fallout of the long con Nick is running on the Thompson family is unprecedented in the kids & family sitcom space—hell, 
it’s barely precedented in the sitcom space. Example: One of Nick’s early schemes results in Liz (Hart) on the floor of the family’s kitchen, silently 
weeping as she tears apart plumbing, nary a punchline in sight. Example: Jeremy’s paranoiac second-guessing of Nick’s every move—played for 



comedy early in the season—eventually ends in physical violence. Example: As a result of the treacherous double con Nick’s jailed father, Tony 
(Warehouse 13’s Eddie McClintock), spends the season pulling on his own daughter, Nick ends up having a panic attack over her inability to get her 
hands on the enormous sums of cash needed to save him, and Tony ends up… well, let’s just say, Nickelodeon, Disney and Freeform could never 
get away with what Netflix does to him. 
Ostensibly, the schemes Nick gets up to to procure these enormous sums of cash are what fuels No Good Nick’s comic engine. And most of Nick’s 
episodic schemes—say, dressing up as “the student debt crisis” for a school dance in order to swap out a cash box meant to collect “cultural 
insensitivity” fines from her fellow students—end up being as low-key silly as any spy caper Zendaya got up to on Disney. But the very real anxiety 
driving Nick to come up with these schemes is high-key horrifying. Weeds might have gotten mileage out of bad parents roping their kids into 
dangerous criminal lives, but there’s nothing kids & family funny about a grown man using a pipe-dream—a fancy lawyer taking up his appeal—to 
trick his 13-year-old daughter into committing crimes to pay off a dangerous debt she knows nothing about. 
To be fair, No Good Nick never tries to pretend that those parts of its story are anything but dark. The only time it treats Tony’s involvement in Nick’s 
life with any kind of humor is when he shifts into Helicopter Dad mode—fretting, for example, about Nick forgetting how much she hates the bubble 
gum fluoride at the dentist. When he shifts back to making her complicit in his bad decisions, the joke is over. This suggests a commendable sense 
of balance, save for the fact that No Good Nick is a sitcom. The joke can’t be over. And if you go back to thinking about it in kids & family terms, the 
darkness left in humor’s wake shouldn’t get so real. 
In trying to come up with literally any series to compare with the genre-busting weirdness of No Good Nick, the only one was (perhaps 
unsurprisingly) another Netflix original: One Day at a Time. We adore ODAAT here at Paste, and have waxed poetic about its nostalgic warmth, its 
joyful centering of a Cuban American family, and its commitment to folding complex, spiky topics into a format that has historically been full of soft 
edges. No Good Nick doesn’t match One Day at a Time for character diversity—from an old family photo of Nick as a baby, it’s clear she’s biracial, 
but the fact is never commented on—but in exploring the stickier, less comedy-friendly aspects of life as a foster kid, co-parenting in times of crisis, 
and the trauma inflicted by adults willing to take advantage of kids, it comes pretty close to doing what ODAAT so successfully did incorporating 
PTSD, queer acceptance, and single parenting. Tony’s lies and manipulations even have a good ODAAT parallel in Schneider’s Season Three 
alcoholic backslide: Both are grave and dangerous, but neither gravity nor danger is softened just because the person who will be most harmed is a 
kid. 
Maybe this is the answer to my question: No Good Nick isn’t a kids & family sitcom, nor is it a sitcom sitcom. What it is, darkly serialized mish-mash 
and all, is a Netflix sitcom. On its own, it seems like an oddball, but when considered in conjunction with not just One Day at a Time, but also Fuller 
House and The Ranch and Alexa & Katie, what’s clear is that Netflix has developed a signature sitcom vibe. Being a Netflix sitcom doesn’t mean 
hewing to conventions set by decades of broadcast sitcoms—rather, it means blending light with dark, slapstick comedy with serial drama, complex 
issues with goofy-ass gags.  
These aren’t muscle groups sitcom audiences are used to working all at once, but look: If we’re all going to be dragged deeper and deeper into the 
ocean of streaming dominance, we might as well get some new critical engagement skills out of the bargain. 
Part 1 of No Good Nick is now streaming on Netflix. 
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Sean Astin on ‘No Good Nick’, ‘Stranger Things’, and 
if a ‘Goonies’ Sequel Will Ever Happen 
by Steve 'Frosty' Weintraub 
 

 
  
With the new series, No Good Nick, now streaming on Netflix, I got to conduct an extended interview with an actor whose work I’ve 
admired almost my entire life: Sean Astin. During the wide-ranging interview, Astin talked about how he was able to make the transition 
from child star to adult actor, what drew him to the series No Good Nick, how Netflix is bending the multi-cam format with the show, 



what surprised him about the making of a sitcom, the unconventional storyline for the series, what it was like taking a master class from 
the great acting master Stella Adler, if he enjoys attending the various comic-cons around the country, how he ended up guest-starring 
on Brooklyn Nine-Nine, how nerd culture has changed because of The Big Bang Theory, what it was like being part of being part of 
Stranger Things Season 2, how he and Corey Feldman pitched Richard Donner on a Goonies sequel, if he thinks a sequel will ever 
happen, and so much more it’s impossible to list it all here. 
 
If you’re unfamiliar with No Good Nick, the series is about a family whose lives are turned upside down when a young, street-smart 
grifter shows up on their doorstep, claiming to be a distant relative. As the show unfolds, you learn more about why she showed up and 
the other players involved. The series also stars Siena Agudong, Lauren Lindsey Dondis, Kalama Epstein, and Melissa Joan Hart. 
Check out what Astin had to say in the player above and below is exactly what we talked about followed by the No Good Nick trailer. 
Sean Astin: 
• Talks about making the transition from child star to adult actor. 
• Talks about working with the great acting master Stella Adler. 
• Why was he drawn to his new Netflix series No Good Nick? 
• Talks about his family’s history working in sitcom television. 
• Talks about how Netflix is bending the multi-cam format with No Good Nick. 
• Details the unconventional storyline for the sitcom series. 
• Did they give him an overview of where the series is going long-term? 
• What surprised him about the making of a sitcom? 
• When was the last time he had to pay for a drink? 
• Does he enjoy going to conventions? 
• Talks about being on Big Bang Theory and how nerd culture has changed. 
• Talks about how he ended up guest-starring on Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 
• How did he break into voice acting and build such an extensive resume? 
• Talks about being part of the sensation surrounding Stranger Things. 
• Does he think a Goonies sequel will ever actually happen? 
• Talks about the three-act treatment he and Corey Feldman pitched to Richard Donner for a Goonies sequel. 
• How often does he go to the Notre Dame area? 
• Talks about the political landscape in 2019. 
• What TV show would he like to guest star on? 
• What TV show has he watched all the way through more than once? 
• Talks about how watching TV is a bonding experience for his family. 
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How Stranger Things And Bob Newby Impacted Sean Astin's New Netflix 
Show 
Laura Hurley 

 
Sean Astin made his live-action Netflix debut in a big way 
with Stranger Things Season 2, where he played the lovable 
but ill-fated Bob Newby. Bob seemed like such a great guy 
that some fans suspected that he had to secretly be a bad 
guy. Alas, Bob really was just a good guy who got caught up 
in an ugly mess. Fortunately, Astin returned to live-action 
Netflix in new dramedy No Good Nick, and his experiences 
on Stranger Things impacted him in his new role in some fun 
ways. 
Speaking with CinemaBlend about No Good Nick and how 
his new character was influenced by good old Bob Newby, 
Sean Astin said this: 
My whole character is a shout-out to Bob from Stranger 
Things. Bob was trying to become a kind of stepfather figure 
to the boys, and clearly obviously wanted to be with Joyce, 
so he represented some hint of normalcy for them or what 

their future might hold as a family unit. Well, Bob didn't make it, but I got to step from that role, which was kind of a goofy stepdad type into a 
goofy dad. I think Ed, my character in this show, owes a debt of gratitude to Bob from Stranger Things. For sure, no question about it. 
On No Good Nick, Sean Astin played Ed Thompson, husband of Liz and father of Molly and Jeremy. Their lives are turned upside down when a 
13-year-old girl by the name of Nick -- short for Nicole -- turns up as a long-lost family member in need of a home after the deaths of her parents... 
or so it seems. Nick really infiltrated the family for the purpose of revenge on the family for unknowingly ruining her life, but as she connects with 
the Thompsons, her mission becomes more complicated. 
Of the Thompson parents, Liz (Melissa Joan Hart) is the one more likely to lay down the law on the kids of the house, with Ed preferring to be the 
fun parent. There are definitely shades of Bob Newby in Ed Thompson. 
Just as Bob sort of stumbled into the whole mess with the Upside Down and Hawkins Lab when all he wanted to do was become part of the Byers 
family unit in Stranger Things, Ed finds himself in the middle of a shady mission for revenge when all he wants to do is help out a young girl who is 
seemingly all alone in the world. 
Both characters are goofy and seemingly always on the verge of dropping a dad joke, and what could be more endearing? Considering how 
different the premises of Stranger Things and No Good Nick are, the odds are pretty good that Sean Astin's No Good Nick character won't meet 
the same fate as Bob Newby. 
Still, Sean Astin humorously wouldn't spoil even a little bit of what's in store for Ed in the second half of Season 1, which has not yet released on 
Netflix. Here's his answer when I asked if it was safe to say that Ed won't be devoured by demo-dogs on No Good Nick: 
I can definitely say that Ed is not going to be killed by demo-dogs in the first half of the season. After that, audiences are just going to have to see. 
Will Ed live a long and happy life, raising his kids despite the plot against the family courtesy of Nick? Or will he be killed and eaten by monsters 

   



from an alternate dimension? I'm going to wager a guess that No Good Nick will keep the action in just one universe rather than crossing over 
with Stranger Things, but we'll have to wait and see what happens in the second half of Season 1. The first half is certainly a doozy. 
Ed Thompson as a shout-out to Bob Newby isn't the only way that Stranger Things impacted Sean Astin on No Good Nick. Here's what he had to 
say when I asked if working with the kids on Stranger Things made a difference in interacting with the kids of No Good Nick: 
I think so, in the sense that I was reminded anew about how professional young performers can be. Noah [Schnapp], some of the stuff he does 
like in that hospital bed, and all the kids, I just watched them show up to the location prepared, on time, focused, and ready to work. And what can 
you say? Basically you're just talking about interacting with colleagues at that point. 
Anybody who watched Stranger Things Season 2 can undoubtedly agree that Noah Schnapp was remarkable as the unfortunate Will Byers, not 
to mention the rest of the youngsters who played the party of middle schoolers. Millie Bobby Brown, who plays Eleven, was nominated for a Best 
Supporting Actress Emmy in Drama for both seasons so far, although she did not take home a trophy. 
According to Sean Astin, the kids of Stranger Things were a reminder that young actors can be just as professional as adult actors, and he noted 
the same thing in the young cast members on No Good Nick. He went on to explain the process of joining the cast of No Good Nick and how he 
interacted with the teen actors: 
They enjoyed hearing stories about Lord of the Rings and kind of my exploits in Goonies and that kind of stuff, but anybody could be interested in 
that. I've always known that young performers are capable of being interacted with in a mature manner. You can carry on conversations that 
maybe other kids their age might not be able to carry on. But when I got to do No Good Nick, I showed up. I had to test for this. It was what they 
call a chemistry read, but it's basically a test. The creators come down and the casting director, and I think they show it to the network before a 
decision's made. You know, it's a test. And the three kids had already gotten their parts. 
So when I flew in from New York to do my test, I was auditioning and they were helping me. They knew their dialogue because they had similar 
audition scenes, and we just worked together. We jumped right in and I just remember looking at these kids and thinking, 'Hey, man, thank you so 
much!' I really appreciate their enthusiasm, their warmth, and their professionalism. So I think doing Stranger Things just kind of refreshed my 
memory that that's what kids are capable of, and when I got here, that just continued. 
Despite the fact that Sean Astin is a showbiz veteran and alum of what is arguably Netflix's biggest show, he was not the first person cast with the 
rest of the roles filled in around him. The young actors landed their roles first. 
Fortunately, the chemistry read between Astin and the actors that had already been cast went well, and Astin can be found in No Good Nick 
playing a dad figure who probably won't be killed trying to escape a government lab swarming with monsters from another dimension. 
You can find Sean Astin along with Melissa Joan Hart and a talented trio of young actors starring in No Good Nick. The first half of the first season 
is available streaming now on Netflix. 
The show may feel like a family sitcom starting off, but it becomes something much more as the episodes progress, and it's definitely worth tuning 
in. Astin explained why Stranger Things doesn't need to revisit Bob, so fans shouldn't count on him turning up somehow in Season 3 this summer. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



VIDEO:		https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPfaDrVxIqM	

Melissa Joan Hart and Sean Astin | California Live | NBCLA 
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